The prospects for Singapore's substantial and sophisticated insurance sector remain favourable. The life segment should grow in line with the overall economy, as world class insurers develop and distribute innovative products. Offshore business will underpin even faster growth in the non-life segment - although some sub-sectors are vulnerable to downwards pressure on prices.

Latest Updates And Forecasts
- The latest news flow from Singapore's insurance sector is positive. Although some of the leading life insurers have experienced some fall-off in sales of single premium products through mid-2015 - as a result of financial market volatility and expected increases in interest rates - most of the players have clearly been taking steps to boost sales and/or profitability. In the non-life segment, efforts by the General Insurance Association (GIA - the trade association) to promote motor vehicle insurance are noteworthy.

Crucially, though, the major economies of South East Asia continue to expand steadily - if a little less rapidly than in Q115 and 2014. This matters, because offshore risks (overwhelmingly within the region) account for about three quarters of business written by the city-state's (re)insurers.
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